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he human back is the large posterior area of the body 

Twith length range from the buttocks to the neck (the back 

area precisely) and even the shoulders. The full 

positioning of the human back is directly opposite the chest 

region (most of it). This large structure is a very complex one 

composing of bones, muscles, ligaments tendons nerves and 

blood and is a major part of the functionality of every human life. 

Complications with this region makes life a lot more 

complicated and difcult. Most of the time, back pains can be 

very disturbing to the normal functionality of life. Here is a well-

dened list of back support exercises that can be done with the 

resistance bands anywhere, anytime.

i. Bent-over row

ii. Seated row

iii. Pull-apart

iv. Lying pull-over

v. Lateral pull-down

vi. Push-Up

vii. Incline chest Press

viii. Bench press

ix. Standing chest press

x. Overhead press 

INTRODUCTION



This is something you can do everywhere. All you need to do is 

put your back into it. I mean set your mind to make it happen. 

First, stand over the center of the resistance band with your feet 

shoulder-width apart. After doing this, you have to slightly bend 

your knees down a little and hinge at the waist while keeping 

your hips back. This process prepares our joints for the task. 

Moving forward, grab each handle of the resistance band with 

hands facing the outer part of your knees. Then with elbows 

bent, gradually pull the band up toward your hips, squeezing 

your shoulder blades together until your elbows are at a 90-

degree angle. Do this for 12 to 15 reps.

1
BENT-OVER ROW  

As said earlier, begin work out by stepping on to a resistance band with 
your feet at shoulder-width and toes slightly pointed out. Do not leave the 
majority of the feet behind the band. Then, bend slightly at the knees and 
forward at the hips maintaining a xed core and horizontal back 
throughout. Do not change position for anything. Finally, leading with 
your elbows, pull the handles of the resistance band back, bringing your 
shoulder blades closer together. Hold this contraction and slowly and 
release to the starting point or position.

Note:
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The seated row (with resistance band) is one of the real activities 

where the outcomes far exceed the exertion we put in. An 

extremely basic procedure, which is easy to execute. The seated 

row reinforces the greater part of the back muscles, including 

the latissiumus dorsi and the rhomboids, and is far better on 

execution with the use of the resistance band. A solid back 

enhances your stance, spryness and steadiness. The seated row 

can be performed wherever you happen to be with the help of the 

resistance band, including the recreation center or a lodging 

room.

2
SEATED ROW  

For a less detailed description, rst you take a seat.  With legs 

broadened, put the middle of the band behind the base of your 

feet. Get the band with the two hands, arms broadened and 

palms facing each other. While sitting, twist at the elbow and 

draw the band toward your center, crushing your shoulder 

bones together. Gradually come back to beginning position and 

rehash for 12 to 15 reps.

For a more detailed description, we take it one after the other for 

total enlightenment.
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i. Warm up by performing 15 minutes of any exercise that 

increases your heart rate, for example, running, energetic 

strolling or hopping rope.

ii. Choose a resistance band in light of your capacity. The 

shading coded bands offer an assortment of resistance 

levels; the lighter the shading, the less the resistance and 

the darker the shading, the more noteworthy the 

resistance. Begin with the lighter ones on the off chance 

that you are new to seated rows and advance to the darker 

ones, which offer medium levels of resistance as you end 

up noticeably more grounded. The resistance level ought 

to enable you to nish no less than ten redundancies, yet 

not more than 15, with legitimate frame.

iii. Fasten the focal point of the resistance band to a steady bit 

of hardware or furniture. In the event that a durable 

structure is not accessible, stay the band by wrapping it 

around the focal point of your feet. Sit tall on the oor with 

your legs outstretched before you, knees somewhat 

twisted. Force your stomach muscles in toward your lower 

back and slide your shoulder bones down and far from 

your ears. 

iv. Hold a nish of the band in each hand with an overhand 

grasp. Turn your palms to confront each other and stretch 

out your arms straight to the beginning position.

v. Pull the handles toward you as your elbows twist and 

move somewhat behind your middle. Keep your arms near 

the sides of your body. Keep up a straight middle and 

abstain from inclining forward or in reverse.
 

vi. Stop pulling when your hands get to your body. Hold the 

withdrawal for one tally; at that point x your arms to 
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come back to beginning position. Finish three 

arrangements of ten to fteen repetitions.

Tips 

Keep up legitimate stance to focus on the right muscles on your 

back. Keep the spine extended, abs pulled in and focus your 

middle over your pelvis. Abstain from slouching or adjusting 

your upper back or bears; somewhat lift your chest and stack 

your shoulders over your hips.

Caution 

Abstain from utilizing a resistance level that is past your 

wellness capacity. Utilizing a resistance band that gives 

excessively pressure can prompt damage. The band ought to 

enable you to weariness in the vicinity of ten and fteen 

reiterations. Counsel with your specialist before beginning 

another work out regime. Tell your specialist on the off chance 

that you have any back torment, issues or wounds.

Types of seated row exercises

a. Low seated row- here we secure the band in a seated 

position sitting down with both legs totally extended 

giving room for grabbing both handles of directly on top of 

the knee with full arm extension and palms facing each 

other. Pull both handles towards the abdomen allowing 

slow return after a slight wait. Never forget to keep the 

back completely straight.

b. High-seated row- here the band is secured at a high 

stance. Then sitting down, we grab both handles pulling 

them back towards the abdomen allowing return after a 

short wait. Always keep your back straight.
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Remain with knees somewhat twisted, feet should be shoulder 

width separated. Grasp the center area of the band with the two 

hands at bear level with palms looking down. Keeping your arms 

straight, haul the band out and back until the point when your 

shoulder bones contract. Gradually come back to beginning 

position and extend, press, and discharge for 10 to 12 reps. 

Challenge yourself to complete all rep sets, as this is very good 

for the back.

Experience has shown that pull-apart's with resistance bands 

forties the muscles in your upper back and the stabilizer 

muscles in your shoulder joints. Building these territories will 

enhance your stance, and increase your seat press, squat, and 

deadlift, Gaddour claries. 

3
PULL-APART

There are three ways you can program the activity into your 

exercise schedule.
 

1. Utilize it as a feature of your warmup. Do 10 to 20 reps. 
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2. Perform it as a "dynamic recuperation" between different 

activities. Do 10 to 20 reps. 

3. Do an upper-back nisher toward the nish of your 

exercise to get an incredible pump. Do 50 to 100 reps as 

quick as could be expected under the circumstances.

 

Too simple? Can make more pressure by utilizing a thicker band 

or setting your hands nearer together.
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The lateral pull-down is essential for the upper back, teres 

major,brachialis,latissimus dorsi and biceps brachii. Grapple 

the band overhead to a at bar or even a strong tree appendage, 

pulling the free points down at your sides. Bow facing the stay so 

the bands are situated before you, grasping each end with arms 

expanded overhead and hands somewhat more extensive than 

bear width. Twisting the elbows, pull the band down toward the 

oor while getting your back muscles. Once the hands achieve 

your shoulders, gradually raise them back to the beginning 

position and shake out 12 to 15 reps. Ensure your back is 

straight and your abs are tight. Handle the handles of the band 

with your palms looking ahead and arms stretched out over 

your head. Exhale as you pull down; breathe in as you discharge 

back to begin. Remember, on the off chance that you do not feel 

that slight extend over your chest, you have to press your 

shoulder bones together at the base of the development.

4
LATERAL PULL-APART
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For this, you have to stay the focal point of the band on a settled 

help. For this activity, an entryway handle will not be tting, as 

you will require the band to stay only a couple of crawls over 

your body. Lie on your back, and grab hold of the two handles. 

Beginning with your hands over your head and your knees 

twisted at 90 degrees, gradually pull your arms down to your 

sides, and after that tenderly return at that point to their 

beginning positions. Perform 15 to 25 reps. 

5
LYING PULLOVER

Despite many concerns, this does not include pulling the 

spreads over your head. For this compelling work out, grapple 

the tube band in a low position. Then, lie on your back, 

snatching the free end of the band with the two hands, 

extending arms straight overhead. With elbows marginally 

bowed, pull the band overhead, crossing your middle until the 

point that the handle reaches your knees. Gradually come back 

to beginning position and keep it up for the number of stated 

reps.
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Pass your thumbs through a resistance band and circle the 

band behind your back. Take a board position with your hands 

on the oor so they are marginally more extensive than your 

shoulders. Your body should form a straight line from your 

lower legs to your head. Press your glutes and prop your abs. 

Keep up these compressions for the length of this activity. 

Lower your body until the point when your chest almost touches 

the oor. Delay at the base, and afterward propel yourself back 

to the beginning position. That is exactly one rep. 

Take this exemplary move to another level. Get in board 

position, hanging the resistance band over your upper back. 

Circle the nishes of the band through each thumb, and place 

your hands on the ground in beginning position body look down 

on the ground. Get your glutes and abs, and drive straight up 

until the point that your arms completely broaden. Let down, 

chest to the oor, and see what you have for at least 20 reps 

(contingent upon your strength).

6
PUSHUPS
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Adding resistance to a body weight work out, the push-up 

appears to be practically incomprehensible. You could put a 

weight plate or dumbbell on your back, yet that is inconvenient 

and does not appropriate the weight equitably. 

The resistance band which extends and contracts like an elastic 

band to try your push-up endeavors harder each time you 

ascend go down to the best position. The most effortless piece of 

a push-up - the last few inches when you come back to a high 

board moves toward becoming as hard as the least bit, amid 

which you drift simply over the oor. You will stress the 

unpredictable, or muscle-building, period of the activity when 

you include the band; a more grounded chest and back is 

accomplished by testing your muscles all through the whole 

scope of movement. 

The band additionally acquaints shakiness with the push-up, 

which makes your muscles react uniquely in contrast to when it 

is without the band. 

Step by step instructions to do a Resistance Band Push-Up 

i. Wrap the band behind your upper back and hold a handle 

in each hand. On the off chance that the band is too long, 

choke up until it is rigid. 

ii. Get into a push-up position, keeping the band in position 

at the highest point of the push-up position, you should 

feel no slack. Place your hands somewhat more extensive 

than your shoulders as they bind the band. Prop your 

stomach muscles. 

iii. Twist your elbows to 90 degrees and ascend go down to 

play out the push-up. You'll feel the most impacts of the 

band as you come back to the best position. Work up to 

three arrangements of 12 redundancies. 

Do it appropriately: As with any great push-up, keep your hips
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from climbing up or listing descending. Keep your whole body 

straight as a block as you press and down. 

Increase the Intensity 

Resistance bands come in various levels of strain. They are 

normally shading coded, yet which level each shading 

demonstrates shading by mark. Begin with the lightest power 

and work your way up. When you can without much of a stretch 

perform three reps of 15 with a specic level, it is an ideal 

opportunity to go up. 

Viability

The resistance band push-up can be as powerful as a seat press 

as far as building chest and back muscles. Utilizing 

electromyography, scientists had members perform either the 

seat press or resistance band push-up with a similar load for a 

six-reiteration max. Following four weeks of preparing, both the 

resistance band push-up and the seat squeeze assemble 

inuenced comparative picks up in quality when contrasted 

with a control to gathering.
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The upper chest and back muscles are most helped by this 

exercise. In an inclined forward thrust position, put the center 

of your band underneath your back foot. Getting a handle in 

each hand, convey the band to bear level. Press the bands 

upward straight nished your chest like a rainbow until the 

point that the arms completely broaden. Drop down and rehash 

for 15 to 20 reps. 

Resistance Band Chest Press is an extraordinary exercise for 

fortifying your chest, back and arms without doing push-ups! 

This activity utilizes the resistance of the band to conict with 

the pushing movement keeping in mind the end goal to reinforce 

biceps, triceps, chest and even the front of the shoulder. This is 

additionally an incredible exercise for educating your body to 

connect with the center for adjustment. In the event that you 

gure out how to do Resistance Band Chest Press, you will have 

an awesome exercise to reinforce

7
INCLINE CHEST PRESS
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 your chest without picking up substantial weights or even do 

push-ups. This is an extraordinary move! 

Resistance bands are brilliant instruments to have in your 

armory. The resistance of the band's weight is another approach 

to fortify muscles and tone the parts of the body you might want 

to see more grounded and look better. One of the advantages of 

the band is the convenience. You can take your exercise 

wherever you go. Be that as it may, don't give the gentility a 

chance to trick you. These bands can test and you will feel the 

consequences of your work the following day! Another 

advantage in utilizing the resistance band is the scope of 

activities that should be possible. This resistance band chest 

press is like a dumbbell or barbell chest press, however because 

of the band resistance you can fulll it from a standing position. 

This can be an incredible instrument for the individuals who 

cannot set down on their backs for any reason. 

When playing out the Resistance Band Chest Press make sure 

to keep abs exceptionally tights and focus on great stance 

through your spine. Furthermore, hold your shoulders pulled 

down far from your ears – no scrunching! Keep in mind that 

bands arrive in an assortment of strains in light of the shading 

you purchase. You may require thicker, more tightly band if the 

activity is not testing enough and a thicker band to make it 

harder. 

Here are the best means to performing Resistance Band Chest 

Press:

1)  Place right foot down on focus of the band and convey 

handles to shoulders with palms looking ahead.
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  Hold elbows somewhat behind body. 

2)  Standing tall with abs tight, squeeze arms straight out 

before your chest and shoulders at that point gradually 

pull elbows back. Repeat again
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Here we stay a tube band on the seat legs, and lie on the seat, 

look up. Snatching a handle in each hand. Position them at bear 

tallness. Broaden the arms straight up overhead to full 

expansion, pushing your hands toward each other at the best. 

Let down and rehash for 15 to 20 reps. more detailed specs are 

stated below:

1. Using a level seat secure a band under the leg of the seat 

that is closest to your head. 
2. Once the band is secure, snatch it by the two handles 

and rests on the seat. 
3. Extend your arms with the goal that you are holding the 

band handles before you at bear width. 
4. Once at bear width, pivot your wrists forward with the 

goal that the palms of your hands are confronting far 

from you. This will be your beginning position. 
5. Bring down the handles gradually until the point that 

your elbow shapes a 90 degree edge. Keep full control 

consistently. 
6. As you inhale out, bring the handles up utilizing your 

pectoral muscles. Secure your arms in the contracted 

position, crush your chest, hold for a moment and 

afterward begin descending gradually. Tip: It should 

take no less than twice as long to go down than to come 

up. 
7. Repeat the development for the endorsed measure of 

redundancies of your preparation program. 

8
BENCH PRESS
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Note: 
You can likewise utilize a pulley machine, dumbbells or a barbell 

for this activity.
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Put the tube band on a link section or durable help at chest 

tallness. Get each handle with your back to the band. Advance 

forward to decrease slack, situating your hands at chest 

stature. With elbows up and palms looking down, press the 

band straight out before you until the point that your arms 

achieve full augmentation, and crush those chest and back 

muscles. Come back to beginning position and go ahead for 15 

to 18 reps. 

9
STANDING CHEST PRESS
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Beside giving you a solid appearance, preparing your back 

muscles takes into account better development of your shoulder 



joints, which thus, enhances development of your arms for 

activities, for example, punching, tossing and lifting. 

Here are ve of the best standing resistance band back 

activities.

 

1) ONE ARM CHEST FLY 

Center Area: Chest and back

1. Mount your resistance band utilizing the entryway stay at 

the center of the doorjamb, simply under chest stature. 

2. Attach the two closures of the resistance band onto one 

handle. 

3. Standing with your side to the entryway, snatch the handle 

with the hand nearest to the entryway. 

4. Bring your arm forward and around in a bend, with the 

goal that it's at the focal point of your chest (keep your 

elbow marginally bowed). 

5. Bring back it back to its unique position and rehash, at 

that point switch sides. 

2) RESISTED PUSH UPS 

Center Area: Chest, back and Arms

1. Wrap the resistance band around your back and hold it 

under your armpits 

2. Get into the push up position and ensure that your hands 

are pushed down solidly at the nishes of the resistance 

band. 

3. Slowly play out the press ups and you'll feel included 

resistance your arms. This activity is like a pack squeeze 

movement.
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3) CHIN UPS 

Center Area: Chest, back and Lats (latissimus dorsi)
 

1. Mount your resistance band utilizing the entryway stay at 

the highest point of the door jamb. 

2. Attach each nish of the resistance band onto a handle. 

3. Grab the two handles freely, so you taking your bicep 

muscles out the condition. 

4. Get on one knee with one leg bowed forward. 

5. Keeping your palms looking up, pull down on the handles 

while keeping your chest up.

4) KNEELING BACK ROLL 

Center Area: Chest and Lats (latissimus dorsi) 

1. Mount your resistance band utilizing the entryway stay at 

the center of the door jamb, stomach stature.

2. Attach each nish of the resistance band onto a lower 

leg/wrist tie. 

3. Put your hands through the ties and take hold of the 

nish of the resistance band freely. 

4. Get on one knee with one leg twisted forward, hold your 

back straight, head and chest up. 

5. Pull in reverse while keeping your elbows bowed and 

tucked in.

5) STANDING LATERAL RAISE 

Center Area: Chest, Shoulders and Lats (latissimus dorsi) 

1. Attach each nish of the resistance band onto a lower 

leg/wrist lash. 

2. Put your hands through the lashes 

3. Stand on the focal point of the resistance band.
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4. Keep your arms inside turned so your palm is 

confronting downwards. 

5. Pull upwards while keep your elbows twisted at around 

45 degrees. 

6. Standing chest press
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Remain over the focal point of a tube band with feet bear width 

separated. Hold each handle, situating your hands at bear level 

with palms confronting each other so your thumbs touch your 

shoulders. Press straight up, turning your palms forward as you 

completely expand your arms. Let down gradually and rehash 

for 8 to 10 reps.

1. Begin the development by venturing on to a resistance 

band with your feet at bear width, toes called attention 

to out. 

2. Bring your hands to your shoulders, keeping the 

handles of the band behind your shoulders. Prop your 

center and keep your chest up. 

3. Bend rst at the knees then at the hips. Lower yourself 

until the point that your thighs are parallel with the 

oor. Come back to the beginning position. 

4. When you achieve the best, push the resistance bands 

overhead. Gradually lower your hands and rehash the 

whole development.

10
OVERHEAD PRESS
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1. Incredibly Cost-Effective 

Resistance bands are reasonable and can be bought for under 

$10. Signicantly more broad packs, which may incorporate 

other exercise gear, can be found on YouTube, including Kathy 

Smith's Stay Firm Upper Body, which accompanies a resistance 

tube that is particularly intended to challenge your center 

muscles.

2. Adaptable for Multiple Fitness Levels 

Regardless of whether you are a edgling or a specialist, 

resistance bands are for you. They arrive in an assortment of 

protections, including light, medium and overwhelming, and 

you can additionally alter the power of your resistance band 

exercises by giving the band pretty much slack. You can even 

utilize various bands on the double to build the test. 

3. Used with Familiar Exercises 

You can regularly utilize comfortable quality preparing moves 

with resistance bands, which implies you don't have to take in a 

confused new normal. For example, resistance bands can swap 

the weights you use for biceps twists, or can build the force of 

your push-ups. 

10 BENEFITS
OF ADDING

RESISTANCE BANDS
TO YOUR WORKOUTS 
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4. Whole-Body Exercises 
Resistance bands can be utilized for an exhaustive, full-body 

exercise that difculties for all intents and purposes each 

signicant muscle aggregate in your body.

5. Save on Storage Space 
Resistance bands take up for all intents and purposes no space 

to store them, which implies you can utilize them at home 

regardless of the possibility that you have next to no additional 

space. At the point when your exercise is done, just reserve 

them in a drawer until your next session.

6. Excellent for Traveling 
Resistance bands are lightweight and effectively compact. You 

can stash them in your bag when making a trip and utilize them 

to get a decent exercise appropriate in your inn room.
 

7. Add Variety 
Your muscles rapidly adjust to developments you do regularly, 

which is the reason change up your exercises is key for testing 

your muscles. Resistance bands can be rotated with free 

weights and exercise machines for progressing assortment. 

8. Easy to Use Alone 
It's not a smart thought to lift overwhelming weights without an 

activity pal, yet resistance bands can be securely utilized alone. 

They're perfect for practicing whenever, at home or out and 

about. 

9. Can Be Combined with Other Equipment 
Resistance bands are versatile to the point that you can even 

utilize them alongside weights, enabling you to get the 

advantages of two sorts of activities without a moment's delay. 
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10. An Effective Workout 

Resistance bands are inconceivably basic, but at the same time 

they're to a great degree viable at working your muscles. Also, 

resistance band preparing can enable you to help stamina, 

adaptability, scope of movement and that's only the tip of the 

iceberg.
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Debrief Me is on a mission to change the way you feel. Our 

unique, high-quality Pollution Masks are reusable, washable, 

and come in a range of exclusive colors and patterns you won't 

nd anywhere else.  When you order one of our popular Back 

Supporters, you'll also receive a benecial Stretch Band. 

Achieve maximum relief from your pain and discomfort easily 

and efciently. Our products allow you to effortlessly 

strengthen your body and enjoy clean air all while improving 

your wellbeing and destressing your life! Debrief me is 

committed to selling a world-class range of healthy living 

products that serve individual needs. We are dedicated to 

excellence and superior customer service. Contact us today 

with any questions you have.
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